
Turning Data into Value

Going beyond the promise of the IIoT



HYPE :
data is the new gold



IIoT

Sensors 

NB-IoT

LoRa & Sigfox

Big Data

Data Lake

Historian

Industry 4.0 

KPI Dashboard

Reporting

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Edge Computing

Anomaly Detection



REALITY :
a little less conversation, a little more action…



Interest, but… no time

no budget

no priority

stuck at PoC

fail to scale



REASON :
technology focus => failure to create value



“You can have data without information, 

but you cannot have information without data.” 

(Daniel Keys Moran)



DATA :

capture the RIGHT data



INFORMATION :

add the RIGHT context



INSIGHT :

provide information to the RIGHT stakeholder



“Insight without action is worthless” 

(Marie Forleo)



ACTION :

confirm, question or change direction



CREATE VALUE :

lower costs & increase revenue

by achieving strategic goals



EVALUATE :
question your current way of working



What do you do & why do you do it?

How do you do this?

How often do you do this?

How does it impact your strategic goals?

How much does it cost?

How much value does it create?

What could we change for the better?

Why don’t we change?

What do we need to be able to change?



EVALUATE :
maintenance activities



What do you do?

Corrective / Reactive maintenance

Preventive maintenance

Condition-based maintenance

Predictive maintenance



Why do you do this?

Safety

Reliable & effective operations

Regulations



How do you do this?

Inspect

Service

Fix

Replace



How often do you do this?

Whenever it breaks

Yearly

After x hours

In line with safety requirements / legislation

After every shift

When we have time



How does it impact your strategic goals?

Safety requirements

Costs vs. Profits

Product quality

Customer service

Corporate competition



How much does it cost?

Labor

Spare parts

Opportunity cost

Fines & penalties



How much value does it create?

Increased productivity

Increased quality

Increased safety

Increased flexibility



What could we change for the better?

More maintenance?

More often?

Less maintenance?

Spare parts stock management?

Maintenance planning?

Suppliers & partners?



Why don’t we change?

We’ve always done it this way, and it works

Too risky

No data

Data but no context

Assumptions not validated

Legislation won’t allow change



What do we need to be able to change?

Risk reduction

Clear benefit / What’s in it for me?

Data to support decisions



EXAMPLE :
Pressure Safety Valves (PSV)



What do you do?

Preventive maintenance

(Corrective / Reactive maintenance)



Why do you do this?

Legal safety requirements

Corporate safety requirements

Increased risk of leakage after pop

Increased risk of malfunctioning after pop

Non-connected field devices => no feedback on pop

Risk of penalties in case of spills



How do you do this?

Visual inspections

Remove

Test

Fix or replace

Install



How often do you do this?

Every 2~5 years

in line with (or in excess of) safety requirements

In case of detected problems



How does it impact your strategic goals?

Reduces, but does not eliminate all (safety) risks

Reduces equipment availability

Maintenance staff not available for other needs

Costs for often unnecessary activities



How much does it cost?

Labor

Spare parts

Opportunity cost

Fines & penalties



How much value does it create?

Very little



What could we change for the better?

Reduce inspection frequency

Detect & fix problems immediately

Avoid fines & penalties



Why don’t we change?

Problems go undetected

Reducing inspection frequency increases risk of 

undetected problems

=> increases safety risks

=> increases risk of environmental penalties



What do we need to be able to change?

Feedback from PSVs in case of pop or leakage

Changes to policy on inspection frequency



Use case: Liquid bulk storage terminal, 500 PSVs

IIoT “pop & leak” sensor on each device

Reduced inspection frequency: 5 => 7,5 years

(> Legal requirement: every 10 years)

Faster leak detection => reduced penalties

Average checks per year: +/- 100 => 75 PSVs

Labor cost: 2 => 1,5 FTEs



EXAMPLE :
Pump monitoring



Value for the manufacturer / distributor:

World-wide condition monitoring of assets 

Higher service level = market differentiation



Value for the manufacturer / distributor

Contextual data for analysis of warranty claims

Valuable feedback for both service and R&D 



Value for the manufacturer / distributor

Additional revenue from reporting service



Value for the end user

Increased asset reliability & availability 

Increased pump efficiency

Increased operational efficiency

detailed reporting per shift, operator, terminal, ship…

Location-based event reporting 

e.g. start/stop sequence helps prevent product theft



FACT :
data is everywhere and cheaper than ever



Your assets contain tons of data…

Energy consumption

Power

Pressure

Temperature

Flow

Running hours

Cycle rate

On / Off

Location

Leakage

…

DCS / SCADA

Frequency drives

Pumps

PLCs

MES

ERP

…



Installing additional sensors, meters, 

software, etc. is cheaper than ever



If I had 

1 HOUR
to solve a problem,

I'd spend

55 MINUTES
thinking about the 

PROBLEM

and

5 MINUTES
thinking about

SOLUTIONS



START :
value over technology
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